Survivor’s Guide
Holidays and Special Occasions
Valentine - Birthdays - Anniversaries

This is a sampling from the Survivor’s Guide

Social Events
It’s a domino effect – having an active social life means lots of people care
about your well-being, which in turn makes you more likely to take care of
yourself and that helps you grieve in a healthy way.
.

Instead of thinking you’re the only one having a tough time mingling, look
to the right and left of you and find someone who may be hiding by the
food looking a little shy and uncomfortable. By introducing yourself and
helping them get over their shyness, it takes the pressure off you and
makes you feel less self-conscious.
Arrive early so you can start conversations with fewer people and relax
yourself into the party. We all like people who are similar to us. So at a
party, mirror the other person’s body language. Example: if someone is a
slow talker, take your time and match their pace.
People are drawn to a ‘power’ posture; put your shoulders back, open up
your stance and smile. Power is about making the other person feel
welcomed by holding eye contact. Simply holding their gaze makes them
feel respected and that feeling is then reflected back to you.
Really listen and refer back to what they said with the phrase ‘you were
saying….’ It makes them feel that what they say matters to you.
Fear of small talk; what if you don’t have anything to talk about? Make a
small goal of talking to just one person within two minutes of arriving at the
get together. Visualize yourself having a good time, chatting with people
and smiling.
The truth is, just being interested in what others have to say and really
listening to them, is the key to making your evening more enjoyable.
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Holiday Tips

1. Bring your loved one into the Christmas celebration. Light a special
candle in your home in memory of your loved one.
2. Eliminate the pressures as much as possible. Only do what you
want to and what you are able to.
3. Evaluate family traditions. Discuss with other family members what
traditions you want to keep and what you want to change.
4. If baking and other food preparations are a chore, then save your
energy for other things and buy the food instead of preparing it.
5. Since this is an emotionally draining time, get lots of rest.
6. Buy a gift in memory of your loved one and give to a needy person.
7. Invite someone who is alone to share part of Christmas Day with you.
8. There is never a good time to suppress emotions. Don't start now!
9. Rather than placing all the emphasis on Christmas Day, try to
observe the season.
10. Give yourself a treat during the hectic season – a manicure,
massage, haircut, movie or afternoon tea with a friend.
If you are facing Christmas alone for the first time, I encourage you to
reach out to someone you trust and share your feelings with them.
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Christmas Shopping
Is just the thought of Christmas shopping enough to make you want to
stay in bed? Here are some easy tips to help you:
Stick to just one present per person. People who receive one big or
thoughtful present are more impressed by the gift when it’s given by itself
than when it’s paired with less expensive or personal gifts. As a result,
one great present makes you appear more generous.
Get them to go online and put what they want on their “wish list”. See
web retailers such as Walmart.com, ToysRUs.com and Macys.com. Ask
them for links to their online wish lists and then you can easily pick out a
gift within your budget.
Do last minute shopping and get the best discounts. Typically savings
can be as high as 50% off their original prices.

Christmas is a time to reach out and help the less fortunate. Get great
last-minute holiday cards from UNICEF where seventy-five percent of
sales go towards good works.
You don’t need to spend a lot of money to really impress people with your
holiday gifts. All it takes is letting them know why you selected that
present for them, writing the reason on the card – “when I saw this, it
made me think of you and …..” Just knowing the thought that went into
picking a present makes others appreciate it even more.
This one foolproof shopping trick is done throughout the year - jot down
things your loved ones have mentioned they like or need so you can get
them something that they will appreciate. Save on shipping by sending gift
certificates, magazine subscriptions or club memberships. Maintain a
year round gift shelf where you keep items you discovered on sale.
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Share the Spirit
Have you done something kind for someone or been on the receiving end
of a thoughtful gesture? When you share something, even a small
gesture, it always puts a smile on your own face.
Put a nativity set in your home. You can buy inexpensive and
unbreakable sets that are just right for young families with children. Start
the Wise Men on their journey to the nativity set beginning in a child’s
bedroom and move them a little closer to the manager every day until they
arrive on Christmas Eve.

If you haven’t been in the habit of going to church, somehow it’s easier to
start during the holidays. Go to all the Christmas specials or worship at a
church you don’t normally attend to give yourself a spiritual lift.
Honor each other’s faith and the heritage each of us brings to our families.
Remember the reason for the season is to honor the birth of Jesus and
not get caught up on the marketing all around us.
Find a candle that has beauty or meaning for you. When you’ve set aside
some time - before a meal, during prayer or reading – place the candle
before you, say a simple prayer, blessing or thank you and light the candle.
For just this moment, let the world fall away.
For some, it’s traditional to give a blessing before the meal begins. It’s a
perfect time to close our eyes and let the mind rest in the heart.
Talking to a Higher Power about your grief helps you work through your
pain more quickly. Just express what you’re feeling in a prayer as if you
were talking to a dear friend. It doesn’t even have to be spoken out loud.
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Valentine’s Day

There is no special occasion as hurtful as Valentine’s Day for highlighting
that you no longer have your loved one and that you are now single.
They say grief brings people closer together. It’s not true – grief is
isolating. It takes hold of your heart and doesn’t let go.
We need others, in ways that can’t really be explained. I think our broken
hearts need to feel supported and cared for. Yes, there is something
healing about being cared for and loved by others - knowing that if we no
longer existed, we would be missed.
This poem is from the book “Chicken Soup for the Grieving Soul”. I want
to pass it on to everyone that has had to say good-bye to a loved one.
I Wish You Enough
I wish you enough sun to keep your attitude bright,
I wish you enough rain to appreciate the sun more,
I wish you enough happiness to keep your spirit alive,
I wish you enough pain so that the smallest joys in life appear bigger,
I wish you enough gain to satisfy your wanting,
I wish you enough loss to appreciate all that you possess.
I wish you enough “hellos” to get you through the final “good-bye”.
Did you ever say good-bye to someone knowing it would be forever?
Recognizing that their time is short and so taking the time to tell them how
much they meant to you. I love this poem because I think if they were
here for Valentine’s Day our loved ones would say “I Wish You Enough”.
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Our Shared Journey

I hope this guide will remind you about what the holidays and special
occasions are really about - being with your friends and family, enjoying
traditions, maybe starting some new ones, but most of all - love.
If these few pages of tips and advice helped you, and you want
more than please click More from Guide # 4

Survivor’s Guide for Holidays and Special Occasions
is the fourth guide available in the Our Shared Journey series.
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